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Abstract 
In this short note， we consider the monotonicity of the heat invariant 

α2 (g) for a Riemannian me七ric9 under the normalized Ricci flow on a 
closed surface. We show thatα2(g(t)) is decreasing under the normalized 
Ricci flow g(t) in the space of metrics of non-positive curvature. 
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Introduction 

Let M be an n dimensional compact C∞ manifold without boundary. Given a 
C∞ Riemannian metric 9 on M. Then， we have the Laplace幽 Beltramioperator 
ム=ム9acting on C∞ functions on M， whose spectrum consists ofnon-negative 
eigenvalues 

0=入。<入1:s入2:s・・・<入k:S・・・↑∞.

It is well known concerning {入k}that we have the asymptotic expansion 

00 

2::e入ks j九(4πs)-n/2{αO(g) +α1 (g)S +・十aj(g)sJ+・}，
k=O 

where the coe茄cientsαj(g)are the heat invariants， first three of which are 
given by 

αO(g) = Vol(M，g)，向 (g)= : r 8 d九，
V JM  

α2(g) =土 I[21R12 -21Ricl2十日2]d九・ (0.1) 
360 JM 

Here，.8 = 8(g) is the scalar curvature， Ric =町c(g)is the Ricci tensor and 

R = R(g) is the Riemannian curvature tensor of (M， g). In the c回 ewhere M 
is a closed surface α2 (g) reduces to 

向 (g)コ品ん内九 (0.2) 
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By noticing the Schwarz inequality and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem， we have 

ん内九三(んS叫 )2/V01附 )= {4πχ州 2jVo帆 g) 仰

(χ(M) being the Euler characteristic). Thus， the functional α2 (g) attains its 
minimum at the metric of constant curvature in the space of C∞ metrics on 
M with fixed volume. 

In the present note we consider the behavior of the invariant α2 (g) given by 
(0.2) under the normalized Ricci flow on closed surfaces. The normalized Ricci 
flow (introduced by Hamilton [3]) on a closed surface M is a one-parameter 
c∞ family g(t) (t主0)of C∞ metrics on M which is evolved by the equation 

11941=(s-S)gz1? θti7"J ¥- - /i.1t-J 

where 8 denotes the average scalar curvature given by 

8:= (んS叫)/Vol (M，g) 

Here Vol(M，g) = Vol(M，g(t)) is constant along g(t)ぅ加d8 is also constant， in 
fact 

8=4πχ(M)jVol(M， g(O)). 

Note that the stationary points of the normalized Ricci flow are the metrics of 
constant curvature 8. 

The main result of this note is the following. 

Theorem. Suppose M isα closed surface withχ(M) < O. Let g(t) (tと0)
beαnormαlized Ricciβoω on M such that 

S(g(O) )三O.

Then，α2 (g (t)) is monotonously decre倒的gin t， namely 

dα2(g(t))三0，
dt 

(0.4) 

αnd the eqωlity holdsザαndonlyザg(t) isα metric of (negαtive) constαnt 
curvαture 8. 

Remark. Let g(t) (tど0)be any Ricci flow on a surface M withχ(M) < O. 
Then， it has been shown by Hamilton [3， Theorems 4.6 and 4.9] that there exists 
to such that S (g( t))三ofor 'it三to，and that g(t) converg田 toa metric of 

constant negative curvature s as t→∞. 
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1. Proof of the theorem 

Let g(t) is a one-parameter C∞family of C∞metrics on the closed surface M. 
We put 

hij =んj(t):=かが-内j(=芝山j)，

which are symmetric 2-tensor fields on M. Put 

町):=ん伊川

Then， we have the following. 

Lemma. The derivative 01 F(t) is given by 

dF r 
dt -ん[2(マタj5)叫

11 g(t) isαnormalized Ricci flo叫 then

害=ん[一山+52(5 -s)]的 (1.2)， 

Proof. We easily obtain the formulas (1.1) by straightforward calculations 
following the variation formulas for the volum(( element， the Levi-Civita con-
nection and its associated curvature tensors (given in [2J， for example). The 
formula (1.2) is derived from (1.1) for hij = (s -5)%. ロ

Put 5 = 5 -s. Then， we have 

(1.3) 

and the formula (1.2) is rewritten出

Z=んト2SムS+S25+s52ー抑九

= -2 / SムSd九+/ S25 d九十s/ 52d九-s3Yol(M， g) 
JM  JM  JM  

By virtue of (1.3) we have 

/ SムSd九三入1 / S2d九
JM  JM  

for the non-zero first eigenvalue入1=入l(g)ofム=ムg'Moreover， by virtue of 
(0.3) we have 

ん州三 s2Yol仰
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Hence， we get 

dF r ""0 _ _ r -0 r 
五三一2入1ん夕刊+んS2Sd九=ーん(2入1- S)S2d九 (1.4) 

if s ~ 0 (which meansχ(M)三0).Thus， we have the following. 

Proposition. Suppose M isαclosed surfaceωithχ(M)三O.Let g(t) beα 
normalized Ricci floωon M. If 

1M {2>'1(g(t))一的(t))}(S(g(帆

then，ωe have 

会2(g(t))三。

Proof of Theorem. By applying the maximum principle to the evolution 
equation of S(g(t))， we get S(g(t))三ofor Vtとoif S(g(O))三o([3， Theorem 
3.2]). Moreover， we notice that in (1.4) the equality holds if and only if S = O. 
Thus， we obtain Theorem as a corollary of Proposition. 口

It is reserved for future discussions to clarify what occurs if the condition 
(0.4) is removed. 

Concluding Remarks 

1. The functional F(g) = JMB2d九 (called.“Calabienergy") w国 自rst
considered by Calabi [1]， and it w剖 shownthat in the c剖 ewhere M is a closed 
surface the critical points of F are metrics of constant curvature (which attain 
the minimum) and that F is decreasing under the “Calabi flow" . 

2. As a recent result related to this note we refer to [4]， in which it w邸

proved that the determinant of the Laplacian on a closed surface monotonously 
increases under the normalized Ricci flow. 

3. The heat invariant α2(g) given (0.1) for n dimensional compact Rie-
mannian manifolds has been considered in“Spectral Geometry，" particularly 
to characterize the flat metrics by the spectrum (see [5]， [6]). 
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